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Abstract

Projections of 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500) patterns over the Pacific Northwest of North America and their associated surface temperature, precipitation, and frequency of occurrence are assessed using models from the 6th phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6). The self-organizing maps approach is applied to reanalysis data from the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, version-2 (MERRA-2) to cluster daily Z500 anomalies into 12 representative patterns that span the range of historical circulation patterns. CMIP6 data for daily Z500 anomalies are mapped to each node for historical and end of century global warming experiments, and the resulting differences in Z500 anomaly patterns, their associated temperature and precipitation, and pattern frequency occurrence are analyzed. Models project a reduction in the amplitude of Z500 anomalies, with majority model agreement on significant reduction found in JJA and SON. The largest temperature increases in DJF are found for patterns historically associated with anomalously cold weather, while the largest temperature increases in JJA are found in patterns historically associated with anomalously warm weather. Precipitation is found to generally increase across all seasons and patterns, however some historically wet JJA patterns become significantly drier. Significant changes in pattern frequencies are found across seasons, with a general decrease in frequency of highly amplified Z500 anomaly patterns compared to the recent historical climate.
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Table 1 CMIP6 models and their native resolutions. Variables used are Z500, T2M, PR. Models with * are not available for PR. 
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Figure 1. DJF results for a. Historical (1985:2014) Z500 anomaly LSMPs created by the model-SOM method. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent plots. b. 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. c. Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. d. Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Stippling shows where at least half of the 16 models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

Figure 2. DJF LSMP frequency trends. a. Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significance increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node. b. Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue. Average trend numbers indicate whether the MMEM trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0).

Figure 3. MMEM MAM Results. a. Historical LSMPs. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent node plots. b. 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. c. Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. All models at all grid cells show statistically significant change so stippling is not applied here. d. Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

Figure 4. MAM LSMP frequency trends. a. Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significance increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node. b. Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue. Average trend numbers indicate whether the MMEM trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0).
**Figure 5.** MMEM JJA Results. 

- **a.** Historical LSMPs. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent node plots.
- **b.** 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. Stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.
- **c.** Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. All models at all grid cells show statistically significant change so stippling is not applied here.
- **d.** Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Red stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

**Figure 6.** JJA LSMP frequency trends. 

- **a.** Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significance increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node.
- **b.** Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue. Average trend numbers indicate whether the MMEM trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0).

**Figure 7.** MMEM SON Results. 

- **a.** Historical LSMPs. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent node plots.
- **b.** 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. Stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.
- **c.** Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. All models at all grid cells show statistically significant change so stippling is not applied here.
- **d.** Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Red stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

**Figure 8.** SON LSMP frequency trends. 

- **a.** Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significance increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node.
- **b.** Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue.
Average trend numbers indicate whether the MME trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0)…

**Figure 9.** JJA internal variability results for change in anomalies and node frequency. **a.** Individual variant end of century change in Z500 anomaly results correlated with ensemble average, by node, for CanESM5. **b.** Time series of individual variant node frequency change, with variant ensemble average in purple, for CanESM5. **c.** As in panel a, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR. **d.** As in panel b, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR.

**Figure 10.** SON internal variability results for change in anomalies and node frequency. **a.** Individual variant end of century change in Z500 anomaly results correlated with ensemble average, by node, for CanESM5. **b.** Time series of individual variant node frequency change, with variant ensemble average in purple, for CanESM5. **c.** As in panel a, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR. **d.** As in panel b, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR.
1. Introduction

The climate of the Pacific Northwest exhibits considerable seasonality, with distinct wet and dry seasons, and significant influence from topography and the adjacent Pacific Ocean. The wet season is crucial for replenishing water resources, and variability in wet season precipitation can create water resource challenges, whereas summer typically consists of meteorological drought and can feature heatwaves. Drier than average spring conditions or a reduction in the frequency of storm patterns can lead to strains on water supplies, and winter storm-producing circulation patterns can cause extensive flooding and damage (Mahoney et al., 2018). Changes in circulation patterns would therefore have a large effect on weather and its impacts on the Pacific Northwest. This study assesses changes in those large scale patterns in global warming scenarios.

Extreme mid-latitude weather is often linked to synoptic scale circulation and features (Horton et al., 2015). Negative anomalies in Z500 over the Pacific have been associated with cool season extreme precipitation events in the region (Lackman & Gyakum, 1999; Warner et al., 2012), whereas positive Z500 anomalies have been linked to heat waves (Meehl & Tebaldi, 2004). Salathé (2006) found that wet season storm tracks in the Pacific Northwest are influenced by the Aleutian Low, and that climate change may shift the position of both to the north. Atmospheric rivers and troughs can be linked to extreme precipitation and flooding in the Pacific Northwest (Radić et al., 2015; Schlef et al., 2019), and anomalously long lasting ridges can contribute to drought (Liu et al., 2018; Teng & Branstator, 2017) and extreme heat (Horton et al., 2016). CMIP5 models have been found to project a weakening of mid-tropospheric geopotential height gradients in the Pacific Northwest summer (Brewer & Mass, 2016), and there have been
numerous studies on potential changes to landfalling atmospheric rivers on the West Coast (Dettinger, 2011; Gao et al., 2015; Hagos et al., 2016; Warner et al., 2015). Analyzing whether projections show changes in the intensity or persistence of synoptic circulation patterns over the Pacific Northwest in CMIP6 models may contribute to regional resilience, the ability to prepare for and react to hazardous events, and resource management. However, few studies have performed a systematic assessment of projections of large scale circulation patterns over the Pacific Northwest, motivating this study.

There is a challenge in predicting long term changes to weather in the Pacific Northwest due to the fact that weather in the region is frequently associated with the interaction of atmospheric phenomena and local topography, and global climate models often cannot capture that interaction. This is because the grid resolution of most global climate models is larger than the scale at which weather patterns interact with local topography (Wilby & Wigley, 1997), an issue which is minimized when analyzing large scale circulation patterns. Therefore, an approach that analyzes the large scale drivers of weather can be used to analyze projections. Previous studies have used this method to study weather in the Pacific Northwest, including Warner et al. (2012), which used synoptic scale climatology to study extreme precipitation, and Loikith et al. (2017), which characterized the large scale meteorological patterns (LSMPs) in the Pacific Northwest and linked them to extreme precipitation and temperature. Aragon et al. (2020) characterized the LSMPs that are associated with heavy rainfall over Portland, Oregon. Large scale circulation features have been connected to local scale extreme precipitation in other regions of the Continental United States as well (Agel et al., 2018; Collow et al.,
LSMPs have also been used to study extreme temperature events (Grotjahn et al., 2016; Grotjahn & Faure, 2008; Loikith & Broccoli, 2012), and climate model skill at simulating LSMPs has been assessed in a number of studies (Cassano et al., 2006; Gibson et al., 2016; Grotjahn, 2013; Loikith & Broccoli, 2015). By connecting large scale circulation with local weather, we can assess how climate change might alter the frequency or character of local weather impacts by analyzing how climate change may shift the frequency or character of those large scale patterns. Model simulations of LSMPs have been used to evaluate climate change in numerous regions, including Australia (Gibson et al., 2017), New Zealand (Gibson et al., 2016), Alaska (Glisan et al., 2016), Greenland (Belleflame et al., 2013), and the larger Arctic region (Cassano et al., 2006).

Impactful weather in the mid-latitudes is often driven by Rossby Waves, and potential changes in the amplitude of those waves would significantly impact the occurrence of extreme events (Röthlisberger et al., 2016). Under global warming, the Arctic is warming at a faster rate than lower latitudes, a phenomenon termed arctic amplification (Cohen et al., 2014), and researchers have found links between the increased arctic warming and extreme or changing mid-latitude weather patterns (Cohen et al., 2014; Francis & Vavrus, 2012), through possible changes in storm tracks, the jet stream, or Rossby waves. However, there is not yet a consensus on the effects of arctic warming on mid-latitude weather, motivating further study on the effect of climate change on circulation patterns and mid-latitude weather.

There is additional uncertainty around the projections of change in precipitation in the Pacific Northwest due to global warming. The 4th national climate assessment (Wuebbles
et al., 2017) found that end of century projections for change in precipitation over the region are not significantly greater than natural climate variability. Abatzoglou et al. (2014) found that CMIP5 models had poor skill at producing and projecting seasonal precipitation in the Pacific Northwest, suggesting that additional methods may be needed to understand climate projections over the region. Mote & Salathé (2010) used CMIP3 models to evaluate the climate of the Pacific Northwest in the 2080s and found that while projected changes in annual precipitation are small, some models show increased fall and winter precipitation and decreased summer precipitation.

This study seeks to analyze how atmospheric circulation patterns over the Pacific Northwest are projected to change due to global warming by the end of the 21st century. In this research, atmospheric circulation patterns refer to patterns of 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies, a variable that can be related to the zonal and meridional flow of air in the mid-troposphere. Because geopotential height can be analyzed on a large spatial scale, its behavior is independent of local topography and analysis of its projections in climate models will minimize the complex topography issues detailed above. Using this method, we seek to determine whether the character of atmospheric circulation patterns over the Pacific Northwest is projected to change due to global warming, whether certain circulation patterns are projected to become more or less frequent, and how temperature and precipitation associated with characteristic circulation patterns are projected to change.
2. Data

Daily reference data for 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500) are from the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA2; Gelaro et al., 2017), which is provided on a global 0.5° by 0.625° latitude/longitude grid. Climate model data for Z500, 2-meter temperature (T2M), and precipitation flux (PR) are from a set of 16 models (Table 1) contributing to the sixth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, (CMIP6; Eyring et al., 2016). Due to limited data availability at the time this analysis was undertaken, PR is analyzed for 11 models. All data are regridded to a 2° latitude/longitude grid. Reanalysis data and historical CMIP6 data are assessed using a 30-year time period covering 1985-2014. Future CMIP6 data use the ssp585 emissions scenario, which assumes high-end emissions going forward in the 21st century. This scenario is chosen to maximize the anthropogenic climate forcing signal for optimal detection of change. For the primary analysis, only one ensemble member from each model is employed (r1i1p1f1). An assessment investigating the contribution from internal variability is also performed using 10 ensemble members from two models (CanESM5, MPI-ESM1-2-LR), each with different initial condition realizations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Native Resolution (Lat x Long)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS-CM2</td>
<td>1.25° x 1.88°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM2-MR*</td>
<td>1.12° x 1.13°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM2-WACCM</td>
<td>0.94° x 1.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM2</td>
<td>0.94° x 1.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM5*</td>
<td>2.79° x 2.81°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-Earth3*</td>
<td>0.7° x 0.7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-CM4</td>
<td>2° x 2.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM-CM4-8*</td>
<td>1.5° x 2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM-CM5-0</td>
<td>1.5° x 2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM6A-LR</td>
<td>1.27° x 2.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC6</td>
<td>1.4° x 1.41°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM1-2-HR</td>
<td>0.94° x 0.94°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM1-2-LR*</td>
<td>1.87° x 1.88°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-ESM2-0</td>
<td>1.12° x 1.13°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM2-LM</td>
<td>1.89° x 2.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM2-MM</td>
<td>0.94° x 1.25°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: CMIP6 models and their native resolutions. Variables used are Z500, T2M, PR. Models with * are not available for PR.
3. Methods

We define LSMPs as key meteorological variables that drive weather over large spatial scales, as in Loikith et al. (2017). In this case, we use 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies as the primary variable to define the LSMPs. Geopotential height at 500 hPa, approximately halfway between the surface of the earth and the tropopause, is a variable that can be used diagnostically to infer the horizontal and vertical movement of air, processes that are a significant factor in analyzing weather on a synoptic scale.

The self-organizing map (SOM) approach is used to characterize LSMPs, defined as anomalies in Z500 over the Pacific Northwest for each three-month meteorological season (December, January, February (DJF); March, April, May (MAM); June, July, August (JJA); September, October, November (SON)). SOMs are a type of unsupervised neural network used to cluster data into a chosen number of output nodes (Hewitson & Crane, 2002). SOMs have been used in synoptic climatology in numerous studies, and have been validated as a useful technique. Hewiston & Crane (2002) summarized their application to synoptic climatology, and other studies have used the technique to characterize LSMPs over the Pacific Northwest (Aragon et al., 2020; Loikith et al., 2017), to analyze projected changes in patterns according to climate models over a number of regions (Belleflame et al., 2013; Gibson et al., 2016; Gibson et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2018), and to analyze a range of atmospheric phenomena (Glisan et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2008; Johnson & Feldstein, 2010; Lennard & Hegerl, 2015; Mechem et al., 2018). The SOM approach has also been used to study synoptic weather patterns in climate models (Cassano et al., 2006; Loikith & Broccoli, 2015), and to connect LSMPs with temperature and precipitation extremes (Cassano et al., 2015; Cavazos, 2000; Ford
& Schoof, 2017; Gibson et al., 2017; Loikith et al., 2017; Loikith & Broccoli, 2015). The SOM method produces a set of LSMPs in a specific order, in which node adjacency between each LSMP is proportional to how similar the patterns are. The SOM approach is chosen over other clustering techniques, such as k-means, because the method produces a continuum of results, reflective of the continuous nature of atmospheric circulation patterns.

Z500 anomalies are provided as the SOM input instead of total field to reduce the influence of the seasonal cycle, especially in the transition seasons. The SOM algorithm creates a data space over the input data set, with a user-chosen number of nodes initially spaced evenly throughout. The number of nodes is determined by the researcher, and for this study 12 nodes were chosen. There is a balance between capturing the full range of patterns using a large number of nodes, and producing interpretable results by using a smaller number of nodes. Choosing the correct number of nodes for the relevant application will ideally result in a full characterization of regional climatology, with high interpretability and limited pattern repetition. Through experimentation with a range of node configurations, we determined the use of 12 nodes to be sufficient for capturing the key features of Pacific Northwest seasonal climatology while remaining interpretable in each season. The use of 12 nodes to characterize the Pacific Northwest has been used in previous studies, including Loikith et al. (2017) and Aragon et al. (2020).

The SOM algorithm produces a set of 12 LSMPs that span the range of synoptic patterns for each meteorological season. Data are confined to an area over the Pacific Northwest bounded by 36° N and 60° N latitude, and 114° W and 146° W longitude. We first construct a 12-node “reference-SOM” using daily MERRA2 Z500 anomalies, which
are computed by removing the 7-day average 30-year climatology (1985-2014), centered on each day, from each day, as input to the SOM algorithm for each season. We chose an output structure of a 3 x 4 sheet rectangular grid, an approach used to characterize Pacific Northwest climatology by Loikith et al. (2017). The user must also choose two neighborhood parameters, which determine the magnitude of node adjustment in each step of the SOM algorithm. We chose an initially large neighborhood radius \((r=4)\) to ensure the SOM nodes successfully map the input data using 2000 iterations, and a secondary smaller neighborhood radius \((r=1)\) to stabilize the fine adjustment using 2000 iterations, both using a gaussian neighborhood function.

In the first step of the SOM algorithm, the first input data point, which is a daily data point of Z500 anomaly from MERRA-2, is selected. The Euclidean distance between the input data point and all 12 nodes in the data space is measured, and the node with the smallest Euclidean distance is chosen as the “winning” node. This “winning” node is then moved towards the input data point, and adjacent nodes are shifted as well, proportional to the neighborhood parameter. This routine is repeated for every input data point, over 2000 iterations, until every input data point has shifted the node placement. This process is repeated with a smaller neighborhood parameter to make fine adjustments and converge in a final configuration, thus “self organizing” the nodes into a 3 x 4 node grid of Z500 anomaly patterns that have been trained on historical climate (reference-SOM), and can be considered representative of the range of possible LSMPs over the Pacific Northwest for the input time period.

In order to analyze future changes in the SOM patterns, climate model simulations of reanalysis Z500 anomaly patterns must be created, in order to compare
historical LSMPs in climate models to future LSMPs in the same models. Thus, we use a similar approach to map climate models to the reference-SOM. We measure the Euclidean distance between each Z500 anomaly day in a climate model time series and all 12 reference-SOM nodes, and the node with the smallest Euclidean distance is chosen as the “winning” node. The model day is then assigned to that “winning” node. This process is repeated for every day in the model time series, until each day is assigned to a reference-SOM node. The Z500 anomaly data assigned to each node is then averaged, to create a 3 x 4 node grid of LSMPs (model-SOM). Ensemble mean model-SOMs are created by averaging individual model results. A similar method of mapping model data to a reference-SOM has been used to study projections of mean sea level pressure related to Australian heatwaves in Gibson et al. (2017). A quantitative evaluation of models’ ability to accurately represent reanalysis patterns was undertaken, and it was found that models are able to accurately simulate the key elements of atmospheric circulation over the region.

This approach is repeated for future 30-year time periods to create projected future model-SOMs. T2M and PR composites are created by averaging their respective data associated with each Z500 anomaly day assigned to each node to create model-SOMs of T2M and PR that correspond with Z500 anomaly LSMPs. This is done for historical and end of century time periods, and the change in model ensemble mean T2M and PR associated with the Z500 anomaly LSMPs is evaluated. The difference between the multi-model ensemble (MMEEM) of end of century LSMPs and the historical LSMPs (2071:2100 – 1985:2014) is evaluated for change by subtracting the historical model-SOM LSMPs from the future model-SOM LSMPs.
Trends in LSMP frequency are computed using the following procedure. First, a model-SOM is constructed for the 30-year period of 1985-2014. Then, the frequency of occurrence of each node during that 30-year period, defined by percentage of days assigned to that node, is counted and assigned to the first trend time step. This process is then repeated for the next 30-year period advanced by one year (1986-2015, 1987-2016, and so on) until 2071-2100. This results in a timeseries of node occurrence consisting of 85 timesteps for each node. A Mann-Kendall test is applied to assess trend significance at the 95% confidence interval. These steps are repeated for each of the 16 models, and a node is considered to have a significant trend if at least half of the 16 models exhibit a significant trend of the same sign.

To assess whether results are influenced by simulation initial conditions, we repeat the above analysis for two models (CanESM5 and MPI-ESM1-2-LR) each with 10 ensemble members consisting of different initial conditions. This analysis is performed to identify the degree to which internal variability affects future projections of circulation patterns versus external forcing. We note that this is not a comprehensive assessment of the effect of internal variability because we are only using two models with only 10 ensembles. However, results provide additional information on the robustness of the multi-model results. We assess results for correlation with average variant change patterns on a node by node basis, comparing results from individual realization variants (as in figure 1b) to the variant ensemble mean future change results for that model. Model realization variants refer to the conditions at which the model is initialized. If there is a high correlation between different variants and the ensemble mean, initial conditions are considered to be less likely as the main signal contributing to end-of-century results.
Similarly, node frequency analysis is repeated for 10 variants from 2 models and evaluated for significant change by end-of-century. Majority agreement of variants on sign and significance of node frequency change is interpreted as evidence against initial conditions being the dominant signal influencing results.
4. Results

4.1 LSMP Results

Results are analyzed by meteorological season using five main criteria: the structure of LSMPs in model-SOMs, the end of century change of LSMPs in model-SOMs, the end of century change in temperature associated with LSMPs, the end of century change in precipitation associated with LSMPs, and the change in frequency of LSMP occurrence. Maps of projected change, excluding temperature, use stippling to indicate at which grid cells at least half of the 16 models (eight or more) exhibit a statistically significant change at the 95% confidence interval of the same sign (positive or negative) using a t-test. Stippling is not used in temperature change maps because all grid cells meet the stippling criteria.
4.1.1 DJF Pattern Results

Figure 1. DJF results for a. Historical (1985:2014) Z500 anomaly LSMPs created by the model-SOM method. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent plots. b. 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. c. Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. d. Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Stippling shows where at least half of the 16 models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

Figure 1 shows results for the 12 LSMPs defined by the SOM approach for DJF. Node numbers will be used throughout the analysis, in the same order as shown in panel
(a). Figure 1a shows the model-SOM, providing the reference period range of LSMPs, with Z500 anomalies contoured (the quantity used in the SOM construction) and the composite of Z500 total field values for all days assigned to each node shaded. In general, the top left nodes of the SOM matrix are defined by negative Z500 anomaly patterns over the Pacific Northwest, while the bottom right nodes are defined by positive Z500 anomaly patterns over the region, with the intermediate nodes encompassing zonal flow patterns and weaker ridges and troughs. For example, node 1 shows a strong negative anomaly centered over the Pacific, west of the Oregon and Washington coasts, corresponding to an upstream trough. Node 12 shows a strong positive anomaly centered over the British Columbia coast, corresponding to a ridge over the region.

Figure 1b shows the end of century change in anomaly patterns, plotted as color fill, with end of century anomaly patterns as contours. The anomaly patterns are found to not change appreciably, but a general trend of reduction in anomaly magnitude is observed. For example, node 1 shows a positive change relative to the reference period, indicating a reduction of the magnitude of the negative anomalies. Similar weakening of negative anomalies can be observed in node 2, node 3, and node 7. Conversely, a weakening of positive anomalies is observed in nodes with a historically strong positive anomaly pattern. This can be seen most clearly in node 8, node 11, and node 12. However, at no grid points do at least half of the models exhibit a statistically significant change of the same sign.

Figure 1c shows the end of century change in average T2M associated with each node, and the historical multi-model mean temperature anomaly contoured in white. All grid cells meet the significance criteria of at least half of the 16 models showing a
statistically significant warming and therefore no stippling is applied. All nodes exhibit a high degree of warming, with more warming over land and less warming over the ocean. The greatest warming is found in nodes 1-4, and node 7. As indicated by the dashed contours, these are nodes that have historically been anomalously cold in interior continental areas. Nodes 3 and 4 in particular have historically been the coldest, corresponding with negative anomaly patterns over the continent, and a deep trough facilitating the transport of arctic air to the interior. The relatively high degree of warming of these nodes may be attributed to the amplified warming of the arctic, the source region for the coldest air in the region (Screen, 2014). Historically warm patterns over the Pacific Northwest, node 5 and node 10, while showing a high degree of warming, do not exhibit the same level of warming as the historically cold patterns.

Figure 1d shows the end of century change in average daily precipitation, as a percentage change from historical, associated with each node. All nodes show some degree of increased precipitation overall. Node 4, node 8, node 11, and node 12 all show a large percentage change in precipitation, corresponding with areas that are historically dry, which would lead to a relatively small absolute increase in precipitation. These patterns all correspond to upstream ridges, often indicative of dry weather in the region. Historically wet patterns over the Pacific Northwest, notably node 2, node 5, and node 6, which all exhibit a zonal flow pattern at 500 hPa, show little to no change in precipitation. Agreement by more than half of the models on statistical significance varies spatially and across nodes, with the most notable agreement on increased precipitation over British Columbia in node 1, node 2, node 3, node 5, node 6, node 7, node 9, and node 10. No nodes show a significant decrease in precipitation. This
significant increase in precipitation to the north with a high degree of model agreement is consistent with existing projections of mean precipitation in winter (Huang & Ullrich, 2017; Rupp et al., 2017).

4.1.2 DJF Frequency Results

![Figure 2. DJF LSMP frequency trends. a. Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significant increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node. b. Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue. Average trend numbers indicate whether the MMEM trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0).]

Node trend results for each node for DJF are presented in Figure 2. The majority of models agree on a significant decrease in frequency of days assigned to node 2, node 3, node 6, and node 12. Node 2, node 3, and node 6 are negative anomaly patterns with the negative anomaly centered over the Pacific coast, while node 12 is a highly amplified positive anomaly pattern centered over Vancouver Island. Node 1, node 4, node 5, and node 11 show majority model agreement on significance increase in node frequency. The most common historical pattern, node 6, a roughly zonal flow pattern, shows model
agreement on significant decrease. The least common historical pattern, node 4, a highly
amplified trough and ridge pattern responsible for anomalously cold conditions (figure
1c), shows model agreement on significant increase. Less than half of models agreed on
significance and sign of change for node 7, node 7, node 9, and node 10.
4.1.3 MAM Pattern Results

Figure 3. MMEM MAM Results. a. Historical LSMPs. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent node plots. b. 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. c. Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. All models at all grid cells show statistically significant change so stippling is not applied here. d. Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.
Results for MAM are shown in Figure 3. The lower left corner of the SOM (Figure 3a) tends towards negative anomalies over the Pacific, corresponding to upstream troughs, while the upper right corner exhibits positive anomalies over the Pacific, corresponding with typically drier weather (Figure 3d). Similar to DJF, end of century change in anomaly patterns shown in figure 3b are found to generally exhibit a reduction in amplitude of anomaly patterns. Patterns with historically positive anomalies (node 4, node 8) show a decrease in anomaly height, while patterns with historically negative anomalies (node 5, node 9, node 10, node 11) show an increase in anomaly height. However, like DJF, at no grid point do at least half of the models exhibit a statistically significant change of the same sign, suggesting that these changes are not robust across the multi-model suite.

Figure 3c shows end of century temperature change. Compared to DJF results, the spatial relationship between historically anomalous temperature patterns and end of century temperature change is weaker, although the pattern of stronger inland warming than oceanic warming is maintained. The highest magnitude of warming is observed in node 1, node 2, and node 12, along the British Columbia coast range.

Figure 3d shows end of century precipitation change as a percentage of historical precipitation. Large increases in precipitation are observed over the British Columbia coast in node 1, node 2, and node 5, and large increases, as a percentage, over Northern Washington are observed in node 4, all of which are notably patterns historically paired with anomalously dry conditions. More than half of the models agree on significant change and sign of change of precipitation in many areas, with strong agreement over the British Columbia coastal mountains. Drying trends are generally observed in most nodes.
over California, but at no grid points do at least half of the models agree on significance and sign of change. It is noted that in historically dry patterns, small absolute increases in precipitation will result on large percentage increases.

4.1.4 MAM Frequency Results

Figure 4. MAM LSMP frequency trends. a. Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significance increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node. b. Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue. Average trend numbers indicate whether the MMEM trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0).

Figure 4 shows model agreement on end of century LSMP frequency change for MAM. Node 1, node 3, node 7, and node 9 show model agreement on increasing node frequency. Apart from node 9, which is a strong negative anomaly, each of the nodes showing agreement on increasing frequency is a weaker anomaly pattern corresponding with zonal flow. Node 4, node 8, node 10, and node 11 show decreasing frequency trends. Node 4 and node 8 are positive anomalies corresponding to an upstream ridge and a ridge over continent, respectively, while node 10 and node 11 are negative anomalies.
over the Pacific. Node 4 and node 10, which both show model agreement on significant
decrease, are highly amplified patterns. Node 4 is a strong positive anomaly and
corresponding ridge over the north Pacific, while node 10 is a strong negative anomaly
over the north Pacific, corresponding to a steep low to high geopotential height gradient
from north to south and indicative of strong zonal flow. Less than half of models agree on
significance and sign of change for node 2, node 5, node 6, and node 12.
4.1.5 JJA Pattern Results

Figure 5. MMEM JJA Results. a. Historical LSMPs. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent node plots. b. 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. Stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test. c. Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. All models at all grid cells show statistically significant change so stippling is not applied here. d. Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. White stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

Results for JJA can be seen in Figure 5. Anomaly amplitudes are generally smaller than DJF and MAM, as geopotential height variability is lower in the warm
season than the cold season due to a weaker meridional temperature gradient. End of century changes in anomaly patterns for JJA are shown in figure 5b. Results show a systematic decrease in anomaly amplitude across nodes, with positive anomalies decreasing in height (as in node 8, node 10, node 11, and node 12), and negative anomalies increasing in height (as in node 1, node 2, node 4, node 5, node 7, and node 8). Grid points where at least half of the models exhibit a statistically significant change of the same sign are shown in stippling, with most nodes showing some agreement centered on the strongest reduction in anomaly amplitudes, suggesting a robust signal across the multi-model suite.

Figure 5c shows temperature change, with historical anomalies contoured. A high level of warming is seen across nodes, with more warming inland. Some of the highest levels of warming can be seen in node 10, node 11, and node 12, patterns which are historically the warmest. Those nodes correspond to positive anomalies and upstream ridges over the Pacific Northwest. Node 3, a negative anomaly associated with historically anomalous cold, also shows a high level of warming. The maximum warming is observed in eastern Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and interior British Columbia. All models agree on statistical significance.

Figure 5d shows change in precipitation as a percentage. In this analysis, JJA is the only meteorological season to exhibit large areas of drying by end of the 21st century, notably in node 3 and node 4. Node 3 and node 4, which are historically the patterns responsible for summertime rainfall in the Pacific Northwest, show majority model agreement on statistically significant drying over Western Oregon and Washington. This result is interesting when observed together with temperature results, showing that the
synoptic pattern associated with summertime rainfall and cool weather in the Pacific Northwest (node 3) is projected to become significantly warmer and drier, as a percentage. Unique among JJA precipitation results, node 12 shows majority model agreement on a considerable increase in precipitation as a percentage over northern California. It is worth noting that summer is climatologically dry across the region, thus small absolute changes in precipitation equate to large percentage reductions.

4.1.6 JJA Frequency Results

Figure 6. JJA LSMP frequency trends. a. Colors indicate the number of models agreeing on statistically significance increase in frequency (orange), decrease in frequency (blue), or no change in frequency (gray). Numbers indicate historical MMEM LSMP frequency, defined by percentage of days over a 30 year time period assigned to that node. b. Time series of individual model frequency per node. MMEM in blue. Average trend numbers indicate whether the MMEM trend shows significant increase (1) decrease (-1) or no change (0).

LSMP frequency changes for JJA can be seen in figure 6. Models agree on an increase in frequency for node 3, node 7, node 10, and node 11. Node 7, node 10, and node 11 are relatively weak positive anomaly patterns showing zonal flow over the region, whereas node 3 is a negative anomaly trough centered over northern Washington.
All other nodes apart from node 1 and node 5 show model agreement on decreasing frequency, with strong agreement on decreasing frequency for node 8 and node 9, two relatively amplified ridge and trough patterns. Notably, JJA patterns in the Pacific Northwest are less evenly distributed as a percentage of days compared to other seasons. Nearly one third of historical JJA days are represented by node 7 and node 10, nodes with relatively weak anomalies and height gradients, and both nodes show strong model agreement on significant increases. Conversely, the relatively rare node 9 pattern of a strong negative anomaly offshore shows model agreement on significant decrease.
4.1.7 SON Pattern Results

Figure 7. MMEM SON Results. 

a. Historical LSMPs. Solid contours are anomalies, black as negative and white as positive. Color fill is total Z500. Node headings indicate node numbers, which will be used in the same order for subsequent node plots.

b. 2071:2100 change in anomalies compared to historical. Shading indicates end of century change, contours are end of century anomalies with white as positive and black as negative, spaced at 3m. Stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.

c. Change in temperature (°C). Contours are historical anomalies, solid as positive and dashed as negative, spaced at 1°. All models at all grid cells show statistically significant change so stippling is not applied here.

d. Change in precipitation as percentage, contours are historical anomalies spaced at 25%. Red stippling shows where at least half of the models project statistically significant change of the same sign at the 95% confidence interval according to a t-test.
Results for SON are shown in Figure 7. Similar to JJA, a systematic reduction in anomaly amplitudes is found across nodes (Figure 7b), most apparent in nodes with historically high amplitude anomalies, such as node 1, node 2, node 8, node 10, node 11, and node 12. However, results with grid points where at least half of the models exhibit a statistically significant change of the same sign are confined to node 2, node 6, node 7, and node 11.

Similar to the MAM temperature analysis, temperature change for SON (Figure 7c) is more spatially homogeneous than DJF and JJA. All nodes show a high degree of warming, with largest magnitude of warming shown in inland areas including eastern California, Nevada, and southern Idaho, generally associated with positive anomalies and upstream ridge patterns. Node 2 and node 3, patterns historically associated with anomalously cold temperatures in interior Canada, also exhibit a large magnitude of warming.

Precipitation change for SON (Figure 7d) is generally found to increase in each pattern, apart from a drying trend observed in California and southern Oregon in node 1, node 2, and node 3. Large percentage increases in precipitation are observed in node 4, node 8, and node 12, patterns historically associated with dry weather, but model agreement on significance is less than half of the ensemble. More than half significance agreement on increasing rainfall is broadly confined to British Columbia in node 2, node 3, node 5, node 6, and node 9, while node 1 has significance agreement on increasing rainfall stretching from Alaska to eastern Oregon. In no grid cells did more than half of the models agree on significance and sign of change for precipitation south of Oregon.
4.1.8 SON Frequency Results

LSMP frequency changes for SON can be seen in figure 8. Models agree on significant increases in node 6 and node 7, while agreeing on decreases in node 1, node 4, node 5, and node 10. The nodes showing agreement on decrease are high amplitude anomaly patterns, with nearly all models agreeing on significant decrease for node 4, a deep negative anomaly over the intermountain west and positive anomaly over the north Pacific. Notably, node 6 and node 7 are both relatively frequent patterns historically, with weak anomalies and weak height gradients, and show model agreement on an increase in frequency. This result is similar to results shown for JJA in figure 6, in which the common historical patterns that exhibited weak anomalies were found to have a high level of model agreement on significant increases by end of century. Node 2, node 9, and node 11 show model agreement on no change in frequency.
4.2 Internal Variability

For the purposes of focusing on significant results, this analysis is confined to JJA and SON since MAM and DJF did not exhibit significant physical changes in the LSMP patterns.

Figure 9. JJA internal variability results for change in anomalies and node frequency. a. Individual variant end of century change in Z500 anomaly results correlated with ensemble average, by node, for CanESM5. b. Time series of individual variant node frequency change, with variant ensemble average in purple, for CanESM5. c. As in panel a, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR. d. As in panel b, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR.

Figure 9 displays internal variability results for JJA. Box plots show the correlation of 10 initial condition variants with the ensemble mean end of century change in Z500 anomalies, for each node, for CanESM5 (figure 9a) and MPI-ESM1-2-LR in (figure 9c). Variants in both models generally show a high level of positive correlation
with ensemble mean results across nodes, with higher variability in results in MPI-ESM1-2-LR. These results are interpreted together with figure 5b. Because of the strong agreement across variants on end of century change in Z500 anomalies, we are able to have more confidence that the significant changes in anomaly strength shown in figure 5b are not due solely to internal variability of models.

Figure 9b and 9d show internal variability results for JJA LSMP frequency change for CanESM5 and MPI-ESM1-2-HR, respectively. Many nodes exhibit a high level of agreement among variants on the direction and significance of change in frequency, which align with model results displayed in Figure 6. Notably, variants strongly agree on significant decrease in frequency of node 8, node 9, and node 12 in both models tested. Variants also agree on significant increase in frequency of node 7 and node 10. Because of this strong agreement across variants, we are able to have more confidence that changes in LSMP frequency displayed in Figure 6 are not due to internal variability of models, lending confidence that the results shown can be attributed to anthropogenic forcing, in the nodes that display a high level of agreement across variants.
Figure 10. SON internal variability results for change in anomalies and node frequency. 

a. Individual variant end of century change in Z500 anomaly results correlated with ensemble average, by node, for CanESM5. 

b. Time series of individual variant node frequency change, with variant ensemble average in purple, for CanESM5. 

c. As in panel a, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR. 

d. As in panel b, for MPI-ESM1-2-LR.

Figure 9 displays internal variability results for SON. Box plots show the correlation of 10 initial condition variants with the ensemble mean end of century change in Z500 anomalies, for each node, for CanESM5 (figure 10a) and MPI-ESM1-2-LR in (figure 10c). Variants in CanESM5 results show a high level of correlation with ensemble mean results across nodes, with the exception of node 4, which notably was not found to have significant change in the multi-model ensemble results (figure 7b). Figure 10c exhibits higher variability between variants. Because of the strong agreement across variants on end of century change in Z500 anomalies, we are able to have more confidence that the significant changes in anomaly strength shown in figure 7b are not entirely due to internal variability of models, and that the results shown can be attributed
to anthropogenic forcing. However, a degree of variability between different initial conditions is observed, lending more caution to conclusions about the primary signal influencing results.

Figure 10b and 10d show internal variability results for SON LSMP frequency change for CanESM5 and MPI-ESM1-2-HR, respectively. Many nodes exhibit a high level of agreement among variants on the direction and significance of change in frequency, which align with model results displayed in Figure 8. Variants agree on significant decrease in frequency of node 1 and node 4 in both models tested. Variants also agree on significant increase in frequency of node 6 and node 7, although with more of a spread in trend in node 6. The universal agreement across variants and models on significant increase of node 7 matches the majority model agreement on significant increase of node 7 displayed in Figure 8. Because of this strong agreement across variants, we are able to have more confidence that changes in LSMP frequency displayed in Figure 8 are not due solely to internal variability of models, and that the results shown may be more confidently attributed to anthropogenic forcing, in the nodes that display a high level of agreement across variants.

The variable results between CanESM5 and MPI-ESM1-2-HR suggests that model internal variability has some level of influence on initial results, but the strong agreement on anomaly change and node frequency change in many LSMPs lends confidence to the conclusion that those results are due to anthropogenic forcing.
5. Conclusions

This research attempts to use a novel method for evaluating climate model projections of atmospheric circulation patterns in the Pacific Northwest, and the associated changes in temperature and precipitation. Historical 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500) anomalies are clustered into a range of 12 representative patterns for each meteorological season using the self-organizing maps method. In order to understand projected changes to the range and magnitude of synoptic circulation patterns over the region by the end of the 21st century, Z500 anomaly data from climate model projections are mapped to historical reference patterns and evaluated for change in structure and frequency. Additionally, the projected temperature and precipitation associated with each pattern is evaluated for change. By analyzing these three variables, we create a robust assessment of how global warming may influence the structure, frequency, and associated temperature and precipitation of atmospheric circulation patterns.

The key conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- Models project a reduction in the amplitude of Z500 anomalies, with majority model agreement on significant reduction found in JJA and SON.
- A high level of warming is observed in all seasons, but with considerable spatial heterogeneity. In DJF, patterns historically associated with anomalous cold are observed to warm the most, whereas in JJA patterns historically associated with anomalous heat exhibit the highest level of warming.
• Increases in precipitation are generally observed across seasons, with a concentration of significant results in increased precipitation in coastal areas north of Oregon. Patterns historically associated with JJA rainfall in the Pacific Northwest are observed to become up to 50% drier as a percentage,

• The frequency at which high amplitude Z500 anomaly patterns occur is found to generally decrease, with especially notable increases in weak amplitude patterns in JJA and SON.

• An analysis of internal model variability suggests that anomaly reduction and LSMP frequency change results in JJA and SON are not due to internal variability, and can thus be attributed to an anthropogenic climate change signal with more confidence.

Findings show that climate models project a decrease in amplitude of Z500 anomaly patterns over the region, although majority model agreement on significance is confined to JJA (figure 5b) and SON (figure 7b). JJA results exhibit a systematic reduction in the amplitude of Z500 anomalies, with positive anomalies decreasing in height and negative anomalies increasing in height. The majority of models agree on the significance and sign of change of these results in a considerable number of grid cells and nodes for JJA. Results for SON exhibit a similar pattern of reduction in anomalies, but the areas in which the majority of models agree on significance and sign of change is less than JJA.

Results show an increase of temperature in every season, for every pattern, but the magnitude of the temperature increase varies by pattern and season and is spatially heterogenous. In DJF, patterns historically associated with anomalously cold weather
exhibit the highest levels of warming, as displayed in nodes 1-4 in Figure 1c, especially in areas more removed from the influence of the Pacific. In MAM, the highest levels are warming are observed over western British Columbia. In SON, the highest levels of warming are observed in the intermountain west and northern British Columbia. Patterns associated with anomalously warm weather in JJA are shown to exhibit the highest level of warming, as shown in nodes 10-12 in Figure 5c.

Precipitation is found to generally increase across the region in DJF, MAM, and SON, but majority model agreement suggests that the most robust results are confined to an increase in precipitation in western British Columbia. While multi-model ensemble mean projections for precipitation exhibited drying in MAM and SON in California and wetting in California in SON, models did not agree on changes to precipitation over California, apart from node 12 in figure 5d, which shows a considerable increase in precipitation as a percentage over the northern part of the state. Patterns that historically brought cool and wet weather to the Pacific Northwest in JJA are projected to become significantly drier and warmer, as shown by node 3 and node 4 in figure 5c and 5d.

In addition to analyzing changes in Z500 anomaly magnitude, the frequency of occurrence of LSMPs is evaluated by constructing a time series of LSMP frequency for each successive time period between 1985-2100 (1985-2014, 1986-2015, and so on), and analyzing the linear trend of LSMP frequency. Generally, results show a reduction in the frequency of high amplitude patterns and an increase in the frequency of weak patterns, although this is not a universal result. The reduction in frequency of high amplitude anomaly patterns was most apparent in JJA results (figure 6) and SON (figure 8). JJA results showed majority model agreement on significant increases in weak anomaly
patterns that historically have constituted 30% of pattern occurrences, and model agreement on significant decreases in historically rare high amplitude anomaly patterns. Similarly, SON results showed an increase in patterns with weak anomalies and height gradients, and significant agreement on a decrease in patterns with strong anomalies and high amplitude trough and ridge patterns.

Results for JJA and SON were tested for internal model variability by repeating the analysis with 10 initial condition variants across two models (CanESM5, MPI-ESM1-2-LR), and analyzing individual variant results compared to variant ensemble results, in order to identify the degree to which internal variability affects future projections of circulation patterns versus external forcing. JJA results show a high level of correlation (figure 9a, 9c), with more variability shown in MPI-ESM1-2-LR, lending confidence to the decrease in anomaly amplitudes exhibited by models shown in figure 5b. Variants also agree on significant frequency changes in LSMPs (figure 9b, 9d). Likewise, SON variant results generally show a high level of correlation with average results, although with more variance than JJA results (figure 10a, 10c). SON internal variability results for SON (figure 10b, 10d) also show agreement on notable changes in LSMP frequencies.

This research attempts to provide a systematic analysis of the behavior of large scale circulation patterns of the Pacific Northwest under high end emissions scenarios of global warming. The approach outlined here lays the groundwork for similar work in other regions of North America, and the possibility of including additional variables in the analysis, contributing to knowledge of regional scale effects of global warming.
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